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Rae Linear Suspension
DESCRIPTION
The Rae linear suspension by Tech Lighting is the ultimate
combination of simplicity and light output. A special coextruded
remote prosper LED channel, less than 1â€ deep, provides a
flawlessly even wash of light perfect for taskoriented spaces.
The narrow width and 48.5â€ length of the Rae suspension
make it ideal for dining room lighting, home office lighting and a
host of commercial lighting applications. The Rae suspension
piece is available in two ontrend finishes, Chrome and Satin
Nickel and ship with your choice of fully dimmable integrated
LED lamping, saving you time and money. Also, included in the
Rae family is the Rae Bath bar, Rae vanity bar, Rae head, Rae
mirror kit and KRae head, simply search for the Rae linear
suspension by Tech Lighting to find its closest relatives. A
special coextruded remote phosphor LED channel, less than
1â€ deep, provides a flawlessly even wash of light perfect for
taskoriented spaces like conference rooms and reception
areas. 16 watts, 1040 net lumens or 32 watts, 2080 net lumens
available in 2 CCT options and 2 CRI options. Ships with 12
feet of fieldcuttale cable. Dimmable with lowvoltage electronic
dimmer.
INSTALLATION
This product can mount to either a 4" square electrical box with
round plaster ring or an octagonal electrical box (not included).
WEIGHT
34lb / 1.361.81kg ±
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LED835 LED 80 CRI 3500K
LED930 LED 90 CRI 3000K

300LMS/FT
600LMS/FT

48"

VOLTAGE
120 VOLT
277 277 VOLT

If suspending on MonoRail, it does not require a voltage designation.
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